Up Country Studios
24 Second Street
Kingston, New Hampshire 03848-3704 USA
Tel : 1 (603) 642-3479
kiranada@betsysterlingbenjamin.com

Price List

2015

Surikomi Dye brushes:
1 1/2" to 1/4" badger hair
#10 ......... $38.35
#8 ......... $32.85
#6 .......... $24.75
#5 .......... $20.50
#4 ......... $17.30
#2 ......... $ 10.25

Prices may change without notice
Hikizome ground color brush: #5 ... $79.00
4 1/2 " - badger-hair
Marubake round shading brush:
1" - badger hair

$25.50

* Dyer's set of five - one #10, two #6, two # 5 ..... $125.00

Ro-fude Wax brushes: sheep/goat-hair
#12 ......... $18.55
#8 .......
$15.25
#6 ........ $13.75
#4
……. $11.95
#2
……. $8.45
*

Shikebiki brushes: deer-hair
Large 3 1/2"
$118
Medium 3” $96
Small 1 1/4" $52
Waxing set of three - #12, #8, #6 ....... $45.00

Shinshi bamboo stretchers:
121 cms for 45” fabric Six for $83 + $4.50 for special handling+ shipping
104 cms. for 36" fabric six for $77 + $4.50 for special handling+ shipping
40 cms. for 14" kimono-width fabric ten for $35
Rozome Masters of Japan catalog $20
World of Rozome CD $30
Ro-Kata DVD $35

Sansei-senryo Acid Dyes: Set of five colors $87.50
magenta, yellow, warm red, black, cyan
($17.50) ea. All are powdered/25 gr. ea.

Betsy's wax dauber ....... $ 4.00 one per order only
Cotton gauze mask ....... $ 4.00 one per order only

Betsy’s wax Etching Tool set ……. $4

Shipping / insurance/ handling: Please estimate your USA shipping/insurance charges from the
table below. Orders are sent Priority Mail and are insured. All supplies are ‘as available’ only.
Email for availability, especially for large orders. Minimum orders of $25.00.
$25.00 – 50.00 …. $ 6.80 postage - insurance included here
50.01 - 100.00 .....$ 8.20 plus $3.40 insurance
100.01 - 250.00......$ 9.30 plus $4.20
“
250.01 - up ...... $15.45 plus $6.50
“
*USA Checks and money orders should be made out to: Kiranada Sterling Benjamin.
Please
check all materials when they arrive. Broken or faulty materials can be replaced within one month
of mailing.
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